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In this study, the density function theory (DFT) was used to study the influence of the
magnetic atoms (Fe, Co, Ni) doping on the electrical properties of nitrogen-containing
zigzag graphyne-like nanoribbon (N-ZGyNR). The results show that, by doping different
atoms into the natural “holes” of N-ZGyNR, the changes in the structure, magnetic
moment distribution and electrical properties of N-ZGyNR are different. Due to the
incomplete saturation of the edge C atoms, the initial N-ZGyNR presents metallicity
and spin degeneracy. The doping of Fe atoms will cause the C-C bond in N-ZGyNR to be
completely broken, resulting in structural distortion, and about 0.8e- will transfer from
Fe to N-ZGyNR. Compared with Fe doping, Co/Ni doping has a smaller effect on the
N-ZGyNR and will not cause structural distortion, but will redistribute the spin charge in
N-ZGyNR, thereby forming a band gap of 60 meV near the Fermi level to realize the
transition of metal-semiconductor. The above results show that the electrical
properties of N-ZGyNR can be controlled by magnetic atom doping, and the metal-
semiconductor transition can be realized by Co/Ni doping, which provides a new
alternative for spintronic devices.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the research on graphene and graphyne has become the focus of attention in the new
carbon isomorphic nanostructures. Graphyne is a new kind of carbon nanostructure material, which
contains a large number of carbon chemical bonds. Its structure has the characteristics of large
conjugated system, wide surface spacing, and stable chemical properties and semiconductor
properties. In the 1980s, Baughman et al. (1987) proposed the concept of graphyne for the first
time, predicting that graphyne has high temperature dynamic stability and high synthesis
probability. Unlike graphene with sp2-hybridized carbon atoms, there are sp- and sp2-
hybridized carbon atoms in graphynes, which make it completely different from graphene in
geometry and physical properties (Li et al., 2014a; Bhattacharya et al., 2015). For example, four
known graphyne lattice structures have been widely reported, namely, α, β, γ and 6,6,12-Graphyne
(Baughman et al., 1987; Narita et al., 1998; Malko et al., 2012;Wu et al., 2013; Puigdollers et al., 2016).
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Like graphene nanoribbons (GNRs), graphynes nanoribbons
(GyNRs) are also realized by cutting graphyne sheets along the
zigzag or armchair edges. GyNRs can have unusual magnetic,
electronic properties such as magnetic/nonmagnetic or edge-
dependent metal/semiconductor behavior (Zhang and Ma, 2011;
Yue et al., 2012; Sarma et al., 2014; Sevinçli and Sevik, 2014; Wang
et al., 2015; Li et al., 2020). Wu et al. (2013) studied the magnetic,
electronic and transport properties of all types of GyNRs devices. They
found that there was negative differential resistance effect (NDR)
appeared in all other types of GyNRs except for α- and 6,6,12-GyNRs.
Xi et al. (2014) used Wannier interpolation technique to study the
electron-phonon coupling and charge transport properties of α and γ
graphyne nanoribbons, and speculated that the electron mobility of α
and γ graphynes reached ~104cm2V−1s−1 at room temperature.
Through the above studies, it is shown that the graphyne system
may have more amazing electrical properties than graphene, so
graphyne is often regarded as a material for the production of
carbon-based electronic devices.

One-dimensional/two-dimensional doped carbon materials
have attracted more and more attention due to their structural
diversity and unique electronic properties (Nayebi and
Shamshirsaz, 2020; Chang et al., 2021). Haji-Nasiri and Fotoohi
(Haji-Nasiri and Fotoohi, 2018) studied the transport properties of
α-Armchair GyNRs (α-AGyNRs) devices doped with B and N atoms.
They found that rectifying properties strongly depend on the location
of defects (doped atoms). Qi et al. (2019) proposed a new two-
dimensional carbonitride structure. The structure is composed of sp-
and sp2-hybrid carbon atoms and nitrogen atoms, with kagome,
rhombus and hexagonal lattice. The first-principles calculations of
these structures show that these two-dimensional nitrogen-containing
graphynes are direct band gap semiconductors. At the same time, it is
also found that in the two-dimensional diamond-shaped graphyne
structure, the carrier mobility is the same as that of graphene, and the
tensile strength is higher than that of graphene.

The study of magnetic properties of materials plays an
important role in spintronics, which can contribute to the
study of electronic transport in spin filters. In graphene or
graphynes nanoribbons, the magnetic changes of nanoribbons
can be realized by applying the applied transverse electric field
(Son et al., 2006; Yue et al., 2012), boundary modification (Kan
et al., 2008; Dutta et al., 2009; Deng et al., 2014; Krause et al.,
2021), interface effect (Li et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016; Zakharov,
2021) or adding various defects (Wang et al., 2009; Lin and Ni,
2011; Li and Zhang, 2013; Li et al., 2014b; Zhao et al., 2017; Jing
et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021). These methods effectively offset the
local state energy of carbon atoms at the boundary to realize the
magnetic transformation, and the most commonly used and
efficient methods are doping and adsorption (Cocchi et al.,
2010; Li and Zhang, 2013; Donati et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2014;
Lazić and Crljen, 2015; Pan et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2017; Jing
et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021). The doping method is used to study
the electromagnetic changes of graphene and graphyne systems.

In this paper, inspired by the above research work, the effects
of magnetic atoms (Fe, Co and Ni) doped in the structure of one-
dimensional nitrogen-containing zigzag graphene-like
nanoribbon (N-ZGyNR) on their electrical and magnetic
properties are studied. The emphasis is on the magnetic
interaction between the doped atoms and the boundary state,
which will bring possibilities for the study of electronic devices of
graphyne-like nanoribbon (GyNR).

SIMULATION MODEL AND CALCULATION
METHOD

There are many large natural “holes” in the N-ZGyNR, which can be
doped with magnetic atoms to adjust the electromagnetic properties.
The geometric structure of M-N-ZGyNR is given in Figures 1A–D,

FIGURE 1 | (A–D) Structure diagram of nitrogen-containing zigzag graphynes-like nanoribbons doped with magnetic atoms (M-N-ZGyNR, M = Fe,Co,Ni). The
edge C atom is passivated by a single H atom and the repetitive unit cell structure of M-N-ZGyNR has been marked by the gray imaginary rectangle region.
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where the M atoms represent the doped magnetic atoms (M = Fe,
Co, Ni). We know that for graphene or graphyne compound
nanoribbons, the electron occupation at the edge of the carbon
atom controls the spin polarized transmission. In our study, the
initial spin of the N-ZGyNR is in the antiferromagnetic state, that is,
the upper two C atoms (C1 and C17) are set to spin-up, and the lower
twoC atoms (C16 andC32) are set to spin-down. In order to study the
effect of embedded magnetic atoms on the boundary states near the
Fermi level, we choose the natural “hole” near the edge carbon atom
as the doping object. Due to symmetry (Supplementary Figure S1),
the case that the initial spin of the magnetic atom is set to spin-up is
only discussed. The repetitive unit cell structure has been enclosed by
a rectangular dotted line. Each edge C atoms is passivated by a single
hydrogen atom, and a large enough vacuum region in the x and y
directions is given to prevent any interaction between the studied
structure and its mirror image. The formation energies of the
structures (ΔEM-N-ZGyNR) involved in this study are as follows:

ΔEM−N−ZGyNR � EM−N−ZGyNR − EN−ZGyNR − EM (1)
EM-N-ZGyNR, EN-ZGyNR and EM represent the total energy of

N-ZGyNR doped with magnetic atoms M, pure N-ZGyNR
structure without magnetic atoms and the isolated atoms M,
respectively. In Table 1, we show the formation energies of M-N-
ZGyNR ΔEM-N-ZGyNR. It can be found from Table 1 that all the
formation energies of M-N-ZGyNR are negative and much larger

than room temperature disturbances (~25 meV/atom), which
means that the M-N-ZGyNR are stable at room temperature.

The spin electron density (SED) of M-N-ZGyNR, which can
determine the type and size of the spin charge on each atom, can
be calculated from the spin-up/spin-down charge density ρ↑/↓

ΔρSED � ρ↑ − ρ↓ (2)
and the spin electron density difference (SEDD) of M-N-ZGyNR,
which can get the total charge transfer before and after magnetic
atom doping, is defined as

ΔρSEDDM−N−ZGyNR � ρM−N−ZGyNR − ρN−ZGyNR − ρM (3)
Here the ρM−N−ZGyNR, ρN−ZGyNR and ρM represent the total
electron density of M-N-ZGyNR, N-ZGyNR and the doped
atom M, respectively.

In this work, all the first-principles calculations are performed
by the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP) (Kresse
and Furthmüller, 1996; Ren et al., 2019) with PAW
potentials (Kresse and Joubert, 1999) and Strongly
Constrained and Appropriately Normed Semilocal
Density Functional (SCAN) (Young and Kane, 2015). The
cutoff energy is set to 500eV in all calculations. The
convergence criterion of force adopts quasi-Newton
method for structural relaxation until the force tolerance
reaches 0.02 eV/Å. The K grid sampling used in
optimization and static calculations is 1*1*11. In the
energy band calculation, 30 K-points were taken along the
z direction, and in the Co/Ni doping, an additional 20 K-
points were taken near the band gap to confirm the existence
of the band gap. The spin electron density distribution and
spin electron distribution difference diagram are processed
by VESTA (Momma and Izumi, 2011).

TABLE 1 | The formation energies of M-N-ZGyNR.

Configuration ΔE (meV/atom)

Fe-N-ZGyNR −52.45
Co-N-ZGyNR −54.34
Ni-N-ZGyNR −58.11

FIGURE 2 | The band structure of the original N-ZGyNR (A) and that of the M-N-ZGyNR (M = Fe, Co or Ni) when the spin direction of the doped atom M is set to
spin-up (B–D). The band structure of spin-up (spin-down) electrons is represented by red dotted lines (black real lines). The Fermi level is set to zero, which is represented
by the horizontal dotted line.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Band Structure Analysis
The band structures of M-N-ZGyNR (M = Fe, Co and Ni) are
shown in Figure 2 (the red dotted lines represent the spin-up
bands, and the black solid lines represent the spin-down bands).
The band structure of the N-ZGyNR is given in Figure 2A for
comparison. The lengths of C1(sp)-C2(sp), C2(sp)≡C3(sp), C3(sp)-
C4(sp), C4(sp2) = C5(sp2) bonds in N-ZGyNR (The atomic label is
shown in Figure 1A) are 1.35, 1.24, 1.36, 1.42 Å, respectively,
which is in good agreement with those reported in the previous
literature (Sevinçli and Sevik, 2014). All the atoms inN-ZGyNR are
saturated and bonded, except for the C atoms on the edge. Take the
C1 as an example, it only has C1(sp)-C2(sp), C1-H, C1-N bonds.
Combined with the inversion symmetry of the entire structure,
N-ZGyNR exhibits spin-degenerate metallicity (in Figure 2A).

During the Fe doping process, the interaction between Fe and
C atoms will cause significant structural distortions in N-ZGyNR
(in Figure 1B). For example, the C3 and C6 will be pushed away
(The atomic label is the same as N-ZGyNR in Figure 1A). The
distance between C4 and C5 will increase from 1.42 Å to 2.59 Å,
indicating that the C4(sp2) = C5(sp2) bond is completely broken.
The bond lengths of C2(sp)≡C3(sp) and C6(sp)≡C7(sp) will
increase from ~1.24 Å to ~1.34 Å and becomes a C(sp)-C(sp)
bond. With the larger structural relaxation changes in Fe-N-
ZGyNR, the electronic band structure will also change
significantly (in Figure 2B). When the doping atoms change
from Fe to Co and Ni, the structural distortion is only limited to
C2-C3 and C6-C7, which are very close to the dopant atoms.
Similar to Fe-N-ZGyNR, the bond lengths of C2-C3 and C6-C7 in
Co/Ni-N-ZGyNR changed from triple bonds (1.24 Å) to single
bonds (1.30 Å). With the destruction of the triple bond, an
electronic band gap of 60 meV appears in Co-N-ZGyNR and
Ni-N-ZGyNR (in Figures 2C,D), indicating that the electrical
properties of the original N-ZGyNR changed from metal to
semiconductor. The existence of the band gap value in Co/Ni-
N-ZGyNR also can be confirmed from the dense density of states

curves (Supplementary Figure S2). These results indicate that
the electrical properties of N-ZGyNR can be effectively controlled
and designed for the metal-semiconductor transition through
magnetic atom doping.

Spin Electron Density Analysis
To study the influence of dopedmagnetic atoms on the spin properties
of N-ZGyNR, we calculated the spin electron density distribution of
M-N-ZGyNR. The spin electron density distributionΔρSED byEq. 2 is
used to intuitively describe the distribution ofmagneticmoment in the
structure, as shown in Figure 3. The spin electron density distribution
of the original N-ZGyNR structure is given in Figure 3A as a
comparison. Here the yellow (light blue) part represents the spin-
up (spin-down)magneticmoment, respectively. It should be note that
the isosurface levels from large to small are Fe-N-ZGyNR(2 × 10−3 e/
Å3), Co-N-ZGyNR(2 × 10−4 e/Å3), Ni-N-ZGyNR (2 × 10−5 e/Å3) and
N-ZGyNR(2 × 10−6e/Å3) tomake the comparison clear. It can be seen
from Figure 3A that for N-ZGyNR, the magnetic moments are
mainly distributed on the atomic chains at the edges, the magnetic
moments on the edge atomic chain presents an up-down staggered
distribution, and the magnetic moments between the two edge chains
are inverted symmetry. Therefore, as shown inFigure 2A, therewill be
spin degeneracy in N-ZGyNR.

When the Fe is doped into N-ZGyNR, it can be found from
Figure 3B that, the spin distribution on the entire N-ZGyNRwill be
greatly affected. It can be seen that the magnetic moments on the
middle C atom and N atom of the Fe-N-ZGyNR are significantly
increased compared with the N-ZGyNR. The doped Fe atom breaks
the original magnetic moment balance and changes the left-right
symmetrical spin distribution of N-ZGyNR into an antisymmetrical
distribution, and at the same time enhances the spin polarization.
For example, the spin magnetic moment of C1-C7 in N-ZGyNRwill
increase from ~0 μB to 0.043, −0.063, 0.021, −0.035, −0.065, 0.038,
−0.095 μB, respectively. In addition, there is a residual spinmagnetic
moment of about 1.69 μB on the doped Fe atoms.

When the Co atom is doped into N-ZGyNR, similar to the case
in the Fe-N-ZGyNR structure, the original magnetic moment

FIGURE 3 | (A–D) The spin electron density of (M-)N-ZGyNR (M = Fe,Co,Ni) respectively. The electronic magnetic moment of spin up (spin down) is represented by
the yellow (light blue) region. To make the comparison clear, the isosurface level of N-ZGyNR, Fe-N-ZGyNR, Co-N-ZGyNR and Ni-N-ZGyNR are set to 2 × 10−6 e/Å3, 2 ×
10−3 e/Å3, 2 × 10−4 e/Å3 and 2 × 10−5 e/Å3, respectively.
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balance is broken and the magnetic moment of the original
N-ZGyNR structure is affected. Different from Fe-N-ZGyNR,
the influence of Co on the spin distribution of the N-ZGyNR is
mainly limited to the C atoms adjacent to Co, such as C2, C3, C6,
C7 (in Figure 3C). The spin-up electrons are mainly concentrated
in the Co atoms, while the spin-down electrons are mainly
concentrated in the C2, C3, C6, C7 atoms. The spin magnetic
moments of C2, C3, C6, C7 and Co are −0.027, −0.035, −0.014,
−0.021, 1.16 μB, respectively, which are smaller than the spin
magnetic moment of Fe-N-ZGyNR but higher than that of
N-ZGyNR. In addition, the spin magnetic moments on N4

and C32 will change from the reverse to the same direction,

which will hinder the spin charge transfer near the Fermi level,
resulting in a band gap at the Fermi level, as shown in Figure 2C.

It is obvious from Figure 3D that when the Ni atom is doped
into N-ZGyNR structure, the interaction between Ni and
N-ZGyNR is weak (in Figure 3D). Compared with N-ZGyNR,
the spin distribution in Ni-N-ZGyNR has changed but the
intensity has not changed significantly (The isosurface level of
Figure 3D is only an order of magnitude higher than Figure 3A),
which is different from Fe and Co doping. Similar to Co-N-
ZGyNR, the spin magnetic moments on C15 and C16, C17 and C18,
C31 and C32 change from the reverse to the same direction. The
overall result is that the electrical properties of Ni-N-ZGyNR are

FIGURE 4 | The spin-up (A–C)/spin-down (D–F) electron density difference of M-N-ZGyNR (M = Fe,Co,Ni). The increase (decrease) of the spin electron magnetic
moment is represented by the yellow (light blue) region. To make the comparison clear, the isosurface levels of Fe-N-ZGyNR, Co-N-ZGyNR and Ni-N-ZGyNR are set
to 2 × 10−3 e/Å3, 2 × 10−4 e/Å3 and 8 × 10−4 e/Å3 respectively.
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basically the same as those of N-ZGyNR, maintaining the basic
characteristics of the energy band, but opening the band gap near
the Fermi level, as shown in Figure 2D.

Spin Electron Density Difference Analysis
Through the distribution of spin charge, we can find that the Fe
doping has the greatest influence on the N-ZGyNR spin
distribution, followed by Co doping and the Ni doping has the
weakest influence. In order to study the spin charge transfer
caused by the doping of magnetic atoms, the spin electron density
difference ΔρSEDD calculated by Eq. 3 is shown in Figure 4. As a
reference, the spin magnetic moments on isolated Fe, Co, and Ni
atoms are 4, 3, 2 μB, respectively.

It can be found from Figures 4A,D that, when Fe atoms with
4 μB magnetic moment are doped into N-ZGyNR, the number of
spin-up electrons on Fe atoms will decrease, and the number of
spin-down electrons will increase. In addition, through bader
charge analysis (Supplementary Figure S3B), it is found that
about 0.8e- will be transferred from Fe atoms to the N-ZGyNR
structure. This will reduce the residual magnetic moment on the Fe
atom to 1.69 μB, as shown in Figure 3B. The 0.8e- transferred to
N-ZGyNR are mainly captured by C4 and C5, which breaks the
C4(sp2) = C5(sp2) bond. The secondary effect of charge transfer
will change the spin distribution in the N-ZGyNR structure. For
example, the spin-up charge on the C16 atom located on the lower
edge increases, and the spin-down charge decreases, which will
strengthen the residual magnetic moment of the C16 atom from
0.003 to 0.07 μB. The spin-up charge on the C32 atom that is also
located on the lower edge decreases, and the spin-down charge
increases, which makes the residual magnetic moment of the C32

atom reversely strengthened from 0.003 μB to −0.086 μB. Similar to
Fe doping, when Co with a 3 μB magnetic moment is doped into
N-ZGyNR, the spin-up charge of the Co atom itself will decrease,
and the spin-down charge will increase (in Figures 4B,E). But only
0.6e- are transferred from the Co atom to the N-ZGyNR (in
Supplementary Figure S3C), which causes the magnetic
moment of the Co atom to weaken from 3 to 1.16 μB. The 0.6e-
transferred to N-ZGyNR have significantly less influence on the
original structure than Fe doping. For example, breaking C2(sp)≡
C3(sp) into a C(sp)-C(sp) bond, increases the magnetic moment of
N8 at the lower edge from ~0 to 0.008 μB, which is the same as the
direction of the magnetic moment of C32. The effect of Ni doping
on N-ZGyNR is minimal. The spin charge reversal of Ni atoms is
limited to Ni atoms themselves, thereby eliminating the magnetic
moment of Ni atoms (in Figures 4C,F), and there will be no charge
transfer from Ni atoms to N-ZGyNR (in Supplementary Figure
S3D). But the weak interaction between Ni andN-ZGyNRwill also
redistribute the spin on N-ZGyNR, such as flipping the magnetic
moment on C16 from 0.003 μB to −0.001 μB, which is the same as
the direction of the magnetic moment on C7.

CONCLUSION

In this work, the first-principles theory is used to study the effect
of magnetic atom doping on the electrical properties of nitrogen-
containing graphyne nanoribbon (N-ZGyNR). The results show

that different magnetic doping atoms have different effects on the
structure and electrical properties of N-ZGyNR. When Fe atoms
are doped, one of the C-C bonds will be completely broken, and
the entire structure will undergo great structural distortion. With
the transfer of about 0.8e- from Fe atoms to the N-ZGyNR, the
electrical properties of Fe-N-ZGyNR will change significantly.
When Co atoms are doped, the influence on the N-ZGyNR is
smaller than that of Fe doping.With the transfer of 0.6e- electrons
from the Co atom to the N-ZGyNR, the spin up-down alternating
magnetic moment distribution at the N-ZGyNR edge will be
broken, and a band gap of ~60 meV near the Fermi level in Co-N-
ZGyNR will appear, thereby realizing the metal-semiconductor
transition. The effect of Ni doping on the N-ZGyNR is the
smallest among these three types of magnetic atom doping.
There is no charge transfer from Ni to the N-ZGyNR, but the
Van der Waals interaction between Ni and N-ZGyNR will also
cause the magnetic moment redistribution in N-ZGyNR. Similar
to the Co doping, an electronic band gap of about 60 meV is also
generated near the Fermi level, which can also achieve a metal-
semiconductor transition. The above results show that the
electrical properties of N-ZGyNR can be controlled by
magnetic atom doping, and the metal-semiconductor
transition can be realized by Co/Ni doping, which provides a
new alternative for spintronic devices.
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